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 29  Introduction
1 Introduction
“Like medicine, it (architectures) must move from the 
curative to the preventive.” 
Cedric Price









§  1.1 Background and Problem Statement





















from developing “Computer Aided Architecture Designs” to a mindset promoting 






















































space become crucial communication mediums. The ultimate goal of the research 
is thus to create buildings as embodied organic bodies which can interact with the 








Embodiment, and Biology (Organic).
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Is it possible to develop a rule-based design framework for creating interactive 
architecture for the generation of novel authentic organic architecture which aptly 
utilizes computation capabilities to generate an intelligent, body-like, and tactile 






















With the assistance of computational techniques, what will be the new role/definition of 
















What is the connection between architectural space and embodiment from a theoretical 





























































































What are the current developments in Biomimetic design developments in the context 















of what is the current status quo of “Organic” and “Bio-Inspired” Architecture as a 
Biomimetic or Bio-ARCH resource.
What novel application of natural/biological systems based knowledge can be applied 



























architecture: “Simple to Complex”, “Geometric Information distribution”, and “On/Off	
Switch and Trigger”.





By extracting the three biological morphogenesis principles of “Simple to Complex”, 
“Geometric Information Distribution”, and “On/Off Switch and Trigger”, and translating 
them into three design rules of “Componential System”, “Collective Intelligence”, and 
“Assembly Regulation”, the primary objective of the research is the following: To develop 
a rule-based design framework for interactive Bio-architecture, which can interact and 
improvise its performance in response to its context in real-time. This will encompass active 






















Organic + Embodiment + Bio-Architecture = Componential System + Collective 
















Considering that architecture can have its own intelligence and own behavior implies 
establishing new relationships between it and human bodies. This hypothesis already 
marks a reversal of conventional design thinking in conceiving architecture while 









































































































































































































































VR = Ambiguous Topology
Prototype = HyperLoop Pavilion
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